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Abstract—Document forgery detection is important as tech-
niques to generate forgeries are becoming widely available and
easy to use even for untrained persons. In this work, two
types of forgeries are considered: forgeries generated by re-
engineering a document and forgeries that are generated using
scanning and printing a genuine document. An unsupervised
approach is presented to automatically detect forged documents
of these types by detecting the geometric distortions introduced
during the forgery process. Using the matching quality between
all pairs of documents, outlier detection is performed on the
summed matching quality to identify the tampered document.
Quantitative evaluation is done on two public data sets,
reporting a true positive rate from to 0.7 to 1.0.

Keywords-document security, forgery detection, scanning
distortions

I. INTRODUCTION

Document forgery is a common problem affecting many

areas of everyday commercial activities. One prominent

example is that of insurance companies: due to advances in

document digitization and information extraction, incoming

invoices are digitized and information is automatically ex-

tracted. The further processing is solely done on the digital

data and thus, even plumply tampered documents may lead

to a successful defrauding of money. Automatic tools for

identifying tampered documents are thus needed.

There are many different ways to generate a forged

document. In this paper we focus on two forgery approaches:

the approach of re-engineering a genuine document using

e.g. word processing software and the set of approaches

involving scanning and printing in some stage, as e.g. scan-

ning, digitally editing and printing of a genuine document.

These processes may lead to distortions due to imperfection

of the re-engineered document or due to the hardware imper-

fections in the case of scanners. In general, the distortions

introduced by the forgery process are not easily visible with

the bare eye. Only in direct comparison with a genuine

document with identical text parts, these can be detected.

In the afore-mentioned scenario of invoice processing in

insurance companies, many invoices of the same source

are being processed. In this paper, we use this fact to

automatically detect tampered documents by detecting the

distortions. Given a set of documents from the same source,

without prior information about which document is genuine

and which is not, they are all matched against each other.

The sum of the matching scores is used as a feature to detect

outliers in a cluster of documents from the same source.

The idea behind this approach is the following: invoices

often have common text parts that do not vary over different

invoices, as e.g. headers and footers. Scanning distortions

and imprecise re-engineering will vary slightly the relative

position of these text parts. By matching all documents in a

cluster against each other, the sum of the matching qualities

for each document can be computed. The forged document

will have a lower score due to the scanning distortions. As

the matching quality depends on the document contents, it

will show normal variations even for genuine documents. A

flexible approach for detecting abnormal matching sums is

taken by using outlier detection methods.

Section II gives an overview of the advances in the domain

of automated document authentication and scanning distor-

tions. Section III describes the overall approach. Evaluation

and results are presented in Section IV and V. The paper

concludes with Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Different forgery detection methods have been presented

previously. However, most of them use extrinsic security

features that are not present in most of the everyday life’s

documents. A good overview of different kinds of extrinsic

security features can be found in [1]. There are also ap-

proaches using intrinsic document features, e.g. information

about the printer [2], [3] or the printing technique [4].

Scanning distortions have been analyzed in different do-

mains and publications. Seywald [5] analyzed the geometric

scanner accuracy of different scanner types. He showed that

single line CCD scanners as well as multiple swath line

CCD scanners show considerable amounts of geometric de-

viations. Square array CCD scanners show lower degrees of

distortions. These are, however, rarely used for documents.

The distortive effect of the scanning process compared to

the digitally rendered document has also been noticed by

Kanungo [6] in an attempt to automatically generate ground

truth for Optical Character Recognition (OCR).

However, despite the distortions being known for a long

time, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is no approach

using them to detect tampered documents.
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In our previous work [7], we presented the first approach

to use the distortions to detect forgeries. The approach

models the positional variation of connected components

in fixed genuine document parts. First, the document im-

ages are aligned using only the fixed parts and clustering

connected components that share the same position. The

variation of this position is modeled. This model is used

to verify incoming documents. The main drawbacks of this

method are that the fixed areas of a document type have

to be selected manually and that, in a supervised manner,

genuine documents are needed to learn the model.

In this paper we present an approach to overcome the

drawbacks of our previous work by using the matching score

in combination with an outlier detection method.

III. METHOD DESCRIPTION

Despite the promising results in our previous work [7],

the drawbacks of needing a manually generated fixed area

map and genuine training data makes a fully automatic

application impossible. To overcome this problem, a more

general approach is presented: given a cluster of invoices

claiming to be from the same invoice source, it is assumed

that:

• the documents show constant text parts as e.g. headers

• the number of forged documents in the cluster is much

lower than the number of genuine documents

• the forged documents have undergone a scan and print

process at some point of their generation or have been

re-engineered

In this case, due to the distortions introduced by forging to

the geometric appearance of the document, when aligning all

documents pair-wise, the forged documents will in average

fit worse to genuine ones than genuine documents do. This

is used to detect outliers that show low qualities of fit.

The first step of the proposed approach (Section III-A)

consists of aligning the invoices pair-wisely. Then the

summed matching scores are computed (Section III-B).

Outlier detection is performed on the summed matching

scores (Section III-C) to detect the documents that have

suspiciously low matching scores1.

A. Document Image Matching

To compute how well the contents of two document

images can be aligned to each other, the documents have

to be matched and a matching score is computed. This

matching score can be seen as the number of characters

that have the same position in both document images. A

previously published method [8] is used for the matching.

The alignment consists of defining the transformation with

parameters (tx, ty, s, α) that maximizes the matching score

(or the matching quality). The initial parameter space S is

1Distortions will lead to a lower quality of fit, thus only outliers with
lower summed matching scores are of interest.

given by [txmin
, txmax

] × [tymin
, tymax

] × [amin, amax] ×
[smin, smax]. To find the optimal parameters set, an optimal

branch-and-bound search algorithm is used [9].

For completeness, the main idea of the algorithm is

presented here: at start, the algorithm is initialized with the

whole parameter space. Next, the parameter space is divided

into two subspaces. An upper bound for the matching quality

of these subspaces is computed. Let B = {b1, . . . , bN} ∈
R

2 be the set of image points of the first image and

M = {m1,mM} ∈ R
2 the set of image points in the

second image. For each model point m, a bounding rectangle

GR(m), representing the area where m may be transformed

to, can be computed using the transformation space to be

searched. If the distance d = ming∈GR(m),b∈B ||g − b|| is

less than a threshold ǫ, a potential match is found and the

upper bound for the quality of the parameter subspace is

incremented. As we are interested only in accurate matches,

epsilon is set 0.5 to obtain pixel accuracy.

To reduce the search space beforehand as far as possible,

initial deskewing of the documents is done [10]. As the

documents are all scanned using the same scanner, also

the scale parameter can be set to a fixed value of 1.0.

Assuming the distortions introduced by the scanner used for

verification as being constant, these can be neglected. Thus,

only translation in both directions and small amounts of

rotation have to be considered, making the matching of two

documents efficient. If different scanners are being used for

scanning the questioned documents, one model per scanner

has to be computed, except for the case that all scanners

introduce exactly the same distortions.

Initially, the center points of connected components were

used for matching. In controlled scanning environments,

these points are stable enough to allow for accurate match-

ing. However, if only these points are used, any content

information of the bounding box is lost, leading to many

mis-matches (e.g. in tables, different numbers sharing the

same position). To avoid this problem, OCR is used to filter

the matches in a way that two points may be matched only

if the OCR output for both characters is identical. In this

case, only connected components representing characters are

considered for matching. This approach ignores logos and

images, but manipulating textual regions is the far most

common scenario in document forgery applications.

B. Summed Matching Score Feature

The matching score resulting from aligning two document

images varies depending on the documents’ contents. Decid-

ing on a single comparison if one of the documents has been

forged is thus a difficult task. Moreover, even if a method

detects that both documents differ, it is not possible to decide

which of the two is the suspicious one.

The assumption that forged documents are less common

than genuine ones is used to solve this ambiguity: in the

scenario of a document processing pipeline, the incoming
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questioned document is matched against a set of previously

processed documents. If the incoming document shows

distortions, it will fit less well on the other documents and

the single matching scores will be in mean lower than the

scores of the genuine documents.

Thus, after pair-wise matching of all documents against

each other2, the sum of all the matching scores for each

document is obtained. This sum is expected to be lower for

the distorted document images than for the genuine ones.

C. Outlier Detection

Depending on the constraints of the problem, several

approaches exist for outlier detection [11]. The proposed

scenario of the detection system makes it unlikely to have

various different outliers in the feature space. Also, due

to the nature of the feature, a normal distribution of the

summed matching scores can be expected (see Section V for

a more detailed analysis of the normality of the data). There-

fore, we used Grubbs’ method for outlier detection [12]. The

one-way test statistic is defined as:

T1 =
x̄− x1

s
(1)

where x1, . . . , xn are the observed samples, x̄ is the mean

of all samples and s the standard deviation of the samples.

The threshold for rejecting the hypothesis that the lowest

value is no outlier is set depending on the sample size and

the significance level.

The Grubbs’ outlier detection implementation used for

the experimental evaluation is provided in the R outliers

package. It converts the outcome of the Grubbs’ test into a

p-value pG that is then used for deciding whether to reject

the null hypothesis or not. If pG < pT , where pT is the

significance level, the null hypothesis is rejected and the

lowest value is considered being an outlier. Grubbs’ test can

be used to detect multiple outliers by repeating the test and

removing the outlier, until no outlier can be found.

IV. EVALUATION

The evaluation was done on two different data sets: the

doctor bill data set consists of 40 dummy doctor bills, 12
forgeries, and 40 first generation copies of genuine bills. The

dummy bills were generated by a student using OpenOffice.

The 12 forgeries were generated by other students: they were

given a genuine bill and their task was to re-engineer the

document using a text editor of their choice as accurate

as possible. The 40 copies were generated copying five

randomly chosen bills on eight different copiers, reaching

from simple fax machines to high-end work group copiers.

The second data set3 also consists of dummy on-line

shop invoices created by an automated invoice generating

2The complexity of this is obviously quadratic. However, not all available
documents are needed to be in the reference set as can be seen in Section V

3Data sets can be downloaded from: https://madm.dfki.de/downloads

script. It consists of 110 genuine bills from the same invoice

source. Ten of these have been used to generate copies on 12
different copiers again reaching from simple fax machines

to high-end work group copy machines. In total 120 first

generation copies were obtained.

Each data set was scanned using only one scanner. A

resolution of 300 dpi was used and images were saved in 8-

bit gray-scale format. Binarization was done using Otsu’s

global thresholding method [13] and for deskewing our

previously published method was used [10]. For extracting

OCR information, Cuneiform v1.0 was used.

To follow the above mentioned scenario of a stream of

documents to be verified and as the data set is limited in

size, an n-fold cross validation approach is followed for both

data sets: the set of genuine documents is split into n parts.

One part is taken as “training set” (the set of documents

that the system already processed). The remaining genuine

and forged or copied documents are taken as a test set

and for each of these documents the following test is run:

first, the document is added to the set of currently analyzed

documents. Then for each pair of documents their matching

quality is computed and summed up. Finally, Grubbs’ outlier

detection method is run on the obtained summed qualities.

The four possible outcomes can be found in Table I; e.g.

if the outlier detection was run on a set containing only

genuine test images and if an outlier was detected, this is

considered as a false positive.

The normality of the feature for genuine documents was

verified by QQ-plots and by the Shapiro-Wilks test.

Then, n-fold cross validation has been run with different

values of n to see the influence of the size of data set on

which the outlier should be detected. As the Grubbs’ outlier

test is known not to work well on sample sizes of six or

smaller [14], n has been set in a way to avoid such small

sample sets. For the doctor bill data set cross-validations

with n = {2, . . . , 5} have been run, for the second data set,

test runs with n = {2, . . . , 15} were performed. If, due to

incorrect removal of a non-outlier, the size of the sample

set is less or equal than six, no further outliers are being

detected and an extra error count is incremented. In this

case, the other four metrics stay unchanged. To evaluate the

influence of pT , three different values for the significance

level pT ∈ {0.05, 0.01, 0.005} have been tested.

As evaluation measures, the true positive and the true neg-

ative rates are computed as rtp = tp
tp+fn

and rtn = tn
tn+fp

,

where tp, tn, fp, fn are the number of true positives, true

negatives, false positives and false negatives respectively.

forged/copied test image genuine test image

outlier detected true positive false positive

no outlier detected false negative true negative

Table I
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES OF A TEST-RUN.
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The ratio of cases where the remaining set for outlier

detection was less or equal to six is also given.

V. RESULTS

The results for the normality tests can be seen in Figure 1.

The Shapiro-Wilk test returned p-values of p = 0.3990 and

p = 0.8264 and thus in both cases, the null hypothesis that

the data is normally distributed is not rejected. From both

results it can be concluded that the summed matching score

feature is normally distributed for genuine documents.

Plots of the true positive and true negative rates for both

data sets can be found in Figure 3. It can be seen that for

the doctor bills data set the true positive rate varies between

0.7 and 0.2 for the different parameter settings. The true

negative rate is nearly zero for values pt ≤ 0.01.

For the on-line shop invoices the true positive rate is

1.0 for all tested values of n. Also for this data set it can

be observed that with decreasing pT the true negative rate

increases. However, in contrast to the doctor bills data set,

this has no influence on the true positive rate.

An analysis of the reason for different performances on

both data sets shows in Figure 2 that the feature is more

discriminative on the on-line shop invoices data set. The

boxplot of the summed matching qualities for the copied

documents shows some overlap. For the on-line shop in-

voices, this overlap cannot be observed. The reason for this

is that the position of the footer in the doctor bills data set is

relative to the document’s content. So only the small header

influences the matching quality. An example of a matching

result can be found in Figure 4. It can be seen that the copied

document matches less well than the genuine one.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented an approach for automatic document forgery

detection by detecting distortions that are typical for scanned

or re-engineered documents. The detection of the distortions

is done on fixed document parts, e.g. headers and footers,

that often appear in invoices. By matching the questioned

invoices to invoices from the same source, the summed
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(b) On-line shop invoices

Figure 1. QQ-plots for the summed matching score feature of genuine
documents for both data sets.
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(b) Online shop invoices

Figure 2. Boxplot of the summed matching qualities for both data sets.
For the doctor bills data set the discriminative power of the feature is less
compared to copies of the on-line shop invoices.

(a) Copy vs. Genuine (b) Genuine vs. Genuine

Figure 4. Matching a copied to a genuine document (left) and a genuine
to a genuine document (right). One image is drawn in magenta, the other
in green, overlapping colored pixels in black. Large parts of the copied
document cannot be matched.

matching quality is computed and used as the feature for

subsequent outlier detection. If an outlier is detected, that

document is considered as suspicious. Two data sets were

generated to evaluate the approach and good results were

shown. This permits the usage of the distortions in an

unsupervised setup, since no manual intervention is needed.
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